
Visual Dictionary Project 
 

For this project you will illustrate a word from the dictionary into a Photoshop picture. 
 

Part A:  The word 
 

In class you will select a describing word from the dictionary to illustrate using Photoshop.   
 

Part B:  Creating the Illustration 
 Your illustration needs to be 9 inches wide by 6 inches in height. 

 Images from the Internet will be used along with Photoshop techniques learned in class to 

manipulate the images to your definition.  At least 10 different techniques need to be used in the 

picture. (Ex. You may not go to the adjustments/filter panel and use them all from there) 

 The word and the written definition needs to be included on the illustration somewhat visible so 

it can be read. 

 You will need to think outside the box and figure out how you want your images used to express 

the word and the definition that you chose. 
 

Part C:  Describing your Illustration 
 

In a one page Word document (DS, Times New Roman font, 12pt, and 1” side margins), describe your 

illustration by answering the following questions: 

 1. What is the first thing that gets your attention about this illustration? 

 2. How does the imagery enhance the message? 

 3. Is the placement of the images pleasing to the eye?   

a. Why?   

b. Explain all the effects that were used 

 4. What do you think about your illustration – anything you would do differently? 
 

Submitting the project to Schoology -  

1. Upload the .psd file, 

2. Upload the .jpg file  

3. Upload the word file  
 

Due Date:   

Seniors - Wednesday, May 8, 2019 

Underclassman - Wednesday, May 22, 2019  
 

Part A up to 5 points 

-selecting a word that you can utilize to create the illustration 

Part B up to 22 points 

-for completeness of illustration, use of image manipulation tools, representation of the 

word through images and creativity (10 or more techniques used for the images) 

up to 10 points 

-for success in expressing the word in the illustration 

up to 8 points 

-adding the word and definition in a unique way to your illustration 

Part C Up to 15 points 

-for thoroughness of response and logic in your Word document 

Total 60 points 



 


